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INSTRUMENTATION

Flute (doubling Piccolo)
Clarinet in Bb
Contrabassoon

Horn in F
Trombone

Percussion (1 player): Temple Blocks, Crotales, Suspended Cymbals (2), Vibraphone, Tom-Toms (4), Bass Drum.

Harp

Violin
Viola
Violoncello
Contrabass

Approx. 9’30”

CONDUCTOR’S SCORE IN C
EARTHLY DELIGHTS

Daniel Fardon

Musical Notation:
- Tempo: 126
- Dynamics: Muscular
- Unearthly

Instruements:
- Piccolo
- Clarinet in B♭
- Contrabassoon
- Horn in F
- Trombone
- Percussion
- Harp
- Violin
- Viola
- Violoncello
- Contrabass

Other Symbols:
- To Fl.
- ff
- p
- dolciss.
- Temple Blocks
- (harm.)
- (non harm.)
- (B. pizz.)

Sheet Music Layout:
- Soprano clef
- A4 format
- Musical notation for each instrument

Additional Remarks:
- Unearthly notation
- Dynamics and articulations indicated

Note: The image contains musical notation that is standard for sheet music and is not easily transcribed into plain text format.